Getting Started

RFC for a New Init
Mechanism
(Another Way to Initialize Objects in Objective C)
Writing one’s own initialization methods in an Objective-C
program while respecting the Apple – originally NeXT – official
writing rules can be a tedious task.

T

his article aims at offering another, simpler and
more generic approach, inspired from scripting
languages like Python or Ruby.
Let’s start with a short reminder of the current and historical systems. For initialization methods to be added to
one of our classes, three rules should be complied with:

The principle is simple and understated: it consists
in providing one unique method to perform all initializations, whatever the properties you want to define.
Furthermore, you don’t have to create new initialization methods, again and again, every time you add a
new class.

Implementation
the superclass is mandatory only if the class de-

First idea:

the original only by the number of expected parameters (and not by their nature), then the method that
accepts a ‘low’ number of parameters has to call
one that accepts just a little more.
(Implication: all initialization methods have to call
directly or indirectly the designated initialization
method of their own class.)

object-oriented developer who wants to add behaviors
to a class is to ‘subclass’.
In this particular case, we would have to subclass
NSObject. That would probably work but that method is
both inelegant and ‘heavy’:

must call the designated initialization method of its
superclass.
For those familiar with initialization issues, remember
how boring it can be to have to choose between two
exclusive methods which can both apply to becoming
the designated initialization method? Example:

plex hierarchy, and we must keep in mind from now
on that we must prefer our own root class (rather
about a tiny method…
it some of our parent class declarations for projects
we want to maintain and in which we want to add
our new mechanism.
This issue is conveniently solved by the concept of
Category. Categories play at least three roles, the

Now imagine there is a way to write your initialization
method only once, then use it in all your subclass hierarchies.
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list of a class’ methods (no new properties) without requiring that the developer own the source code.
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So this is the choice we retained.
Better integration, NSObject+MyInit (category):
For “not so modern” Objective C: Listing 1 and listing
2. Only for “modern” Objective C: Listing 3 and Listing 4.
Few lines but a compendium of concepts (some recents and other more historical):

it is always interesting to show usage of this feature,
tion and a NSException instance, => a lot of controversy about NSException use on iOS (discussion in
with a link on a full article:
)

syntax NewClassName (CategoryName),

tally of NSArray lists): initialization (container literals), access (subscripting),
ternative of id for this kind of methods),

prefer @for / in to show it’s an Objective C exclusiveness),
“setValue:forKey:” method,
Listing 1. file NSObject+InitWithDictionary.h

Listing 3. file NSObject+InitWithDictionary.h

@interface

@interface

id
@end

@end

Listing 2. file NSObject+InitWithDictionary.m

Listing 4. file NSObject+InitWithDictionary.m

id
{

{
if (self = [self init])

if (self = [self init])

{

{
id

for (NSString

id

in

{

{

@try
@try

{

{

[self
[self
}

}

@catch

@catch

{

{

reason

}

}

}

} ];

}

}
return self;

return self;
}

}
@end
@end
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I detect the begining of a controversy. With such a
mechanism the user (the consumer) will reap the error
messages (resulting from the exceptions).
That is why it is important to use wisely the NSString
constants (which carry our property names). This will
never be a panacea, but prevent a significant proportion
of inevitable typographical errors.
Question: how-to assign default values to properties
during object instanciation?
Probably 2 ways. I don’t know at that time which one
is the best (if there is one). Start redefining initWithDictionary: which begins to send message [super initWith-

Dictionary: aDict] then continue giving initial values to
properties.
The other way you have to assign initial values for
sible simply because the main method, initWithDictionary:, send message to self.
In fact I thinks both solutions are not really equivalent
and meet two different needs. (Up to you to discover
which one.)
And if it really is unavoidable, I do not see any consindication to mix the two principles (historical initialization

Listing 5. file Person.h
}
return self;
}
@interface
int
{

NSString

if

NSString * const

1

{

NSString * const
(assign

0

150)))

NSString
_age

) char gender; //
}
else

NSString * const

{
NSString * const
}
}

id) init;
int

@end
@end

Listing 7. file main.m

Listing 6. file Person.m

int

int

const char

{
Person

@synthesize

Person alloc]

_age;
NSString * const

@”

NSString * const

@”

NSString * const

”;
@”Cadin”

”;

[

@”gender”;

NSString * const

(

id) init

old”

{
if (self = [

age]);

init])
}

{

return 0;

self gender
self age
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nil]];

@”age”;

1

}
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method prototype and call to the method described here).
Such a situation could arise in the context of a Protocol.
If it requires the definition of a method, for example
, then why
not write:

changes in Objective-C. In particular literals and container literals which permit a very short wrtiing of many expressions, especially NSDictionary instances. The
same for NSArray, NSNumber, boolean constants, etc.
. For
“modern” Objective C: Listing 8-10.
End of concept overviews:

{

}

(NSNumber, booleans, etc).
The syntax @(count) is a good example of what the
last release of Objective C admits, it’s called boxing.

Usage
For “classic” Objective C: Listing 5-7. The idea offered
here became even more interesting with the recent

Depending the release of Objective C you want to
prefer the second (for the latest releases). My own
opinion (thanks to add yours ;-)
Pros

Listing 8. file Person.h

ization of each variable. It’s not a short circuit.

(id) init;

Cons
(performance) slowness (but this needs to be qualified
because it probably depends on ratio: class hierarchy

Listing 9. file Person.m

(id) init

@synthesize

Listing 10. file main.m

main reasons for the poor performances: NSExceptions
management and use of the KVC mechanism.
For interested readers: https://github.com/nicklock
wood/BaseModel. For discussion about const in Objective C:
.
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int

int

const char

{
Person
@”Cadin”

old”
age);
}
return 0;
}
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